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Geo Tots® Launches BeeAmazed!® As Phase One of Exploration Apps for Families

App Begins E-Exploration Mission of Universal Connectedness for Young Learners

SAN FRANCISCO - Feb. 27, 2018 - PRLog -- California based Geo Tots announces the launch of the first
in a series of apps designed to engage pre-school and up aged children in fun education to discover the
nature of our world - starting with bees.  BeeAmazed! Is full of clever mazes to guide kids through eco
exploration! The game is the first in a series of eco-educational apps to empower children with an
understanding of the important and connected web of the natural world.

BeeAmazed! was produced by Jaynée Howe, a Tech/Mom with a background in entertainment and
educational settings, including the California Academy of Sciences, and Illustrator Game Designer Chuck
Whelon. Jaynée created Geo Tots to bring fun, accessible science and eco-based education to young
children through mobile apps.  With more than three years in corporate planning and development,
BeeAmazed! Begins a digital journey that will eventually allow young children and parents to learn about
all of the eco-systems on earth. Geo-tots plans adventures through the North American Forest into the polar
ice caps next. Eventually, the company leadership even wants to explore space with curious young minds.
Most amazing is the dedication to real science based learning that is fun for everyone!

Based in science, the BeeAmazed! eco-education mazes and activities are designed to spark curiosity and to
inspire further learning about bees. They're also flat out fun and designed to keep players entertained and
engaged. Young learners are excited to share what they learn. Through play, BeeAmazed teaches kids and
their caregivers more about the critical role bees play in our world, along with the variety of roles bees take
on within the hive.

The app's mazes take players through a journey of learning, starting with Who's Who in the Hive. Just who
is the Queen Bee? What does the Builder Bee do? And who's that Drone Bee?

Check out BeeAmazed!

Contact: jaynee@geotots.com   |  www.geotots.com  | 415-322-0377

--- End ---
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